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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
It is now a week since our Annual Reunion at Netheravon. I am always
apprehensive prior to an event, given that there are a number of factors which sit
outside of our control. However, the gods looked favourably on us yet again and
the weekend was a tremendous success. With perfect weather we had a
successful flying programme thanks to the crews of the visiting aircraft, mainly
comprising Austers. We also had a warm and convivial Dinner in the Officers’
Mess, where old and new friendships were renewed and made.
The weekend marks the conclusion of the annual cycle of events.
2005/2006 has been the busiest for the Association, thanks to the efforts of a very
energetic committee. Particularly satisfying was the Association tour of the
Malaysian Peninsula in May. A party made up of of thirty nine members and their
families conducted a very memorable tour of airfields where the Squadron had
served. We also paid our respects at the various cemeteries. Such was the
success, we are now looking towards 2008 for a further Far East tour.
2007 is likely to be just as busy as the year marks the 50th Anniversary of
the formation of the Army Air Corps (AAC), and the 25th Anniversary of the
Falkland Campaign. As a consequence there are two key dates for your diary:
50th Anniversary of the AAC – Saturday 15th September, Middle Wallop.
25th Anniversary of the Falkland Campaign – Sunday 17th June, London.
We will provide full details in the January 2007 Journal.
We are always on the lookout for new committee members and I am
pleased that, during our Malaysian tour, Ron Ward volunteered to become our
photograph archivist. This is an essential role and one he has already tackled with
gusto and expertise. As one member joins, we say goodbye to Ken Mattocks, who
is in the departure lounge for his move to Australia. Ken has proved an exemplary
Treasurer, during a very active period. Throughout, he has provided a detailed
and accurate financial account, from which the committee has been able to take
sensible decisions. On behalf of the Association, we wish Ken and Laureen the
very best wishes for their emigration and future life ‘Down Under’.
Wishing you all a contented Summer and Autumn, and I look forward to
seeing as many as of you as possible at our various events.
On behalf of all our members, I wish the Squadron safe operations and
success in Afghanistan.
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
656 SQN BACK IN AN OPERATIONAL THEATRE
– OP HERRICK 4, AFGHANISTAN.
After nearly 3 years of training and preparation, 656 Sqn have finally
arrived back on operations, this time in Afghanistan as part of Op HERRICK.
Nothing new for the Squadron; but a totally new world for the Apache attack
helicopter. SHQ, 3 Flights, groundcrew, and our familiar REME technicians are
now putting into practice the team work that has been honed in training.
The plan involves the Joint Helicopter Force (Afghanistan) (JHF(A)),
based on RHQ 9 Regt AAC, with 656 Sqn providing the Apache detachment, 672
Sqn the Lynx, 1310 Flight from RAF Odiham the Chinook, along with the Tactical
Supply Wing (TSW), Mobile Air Operations Team (MAOT), and Joint Helicopter
Support Unit (JHSU) elements. We are based on Kandahar airfield (KAF) in the
south of the country. From KAF, we forward base up to 4 Apaches (6 on
occasions). 2 Chinook (sometimes 4), and also operate visiting Lynx at Camp
BASTION (BSN). BSN is a purpose built UK Military base in Helmand province
housing us, 3 Para, 7 RHA and a host of other units and enablers. For 656 Sqn,
BSN is our main focus, as the majority of our operations support UK forces in
Helmand. KAF is a rear base from where major servicings are conducted.
Tasking has been varied, complex and risky. Most tasks require escort to
the Chinook aircraft, yet we also provide surveillance and reconnaissance, ground
convoy protection, and a lot of support to Troops In Contact (TICs). We have
worked with 3 PARA, US forces, Canadians, Dutch and SF so far.
Our relationship with the other air assets has been deeply symbiotic and
has proved the value of our previous training. We work with jets, both UK and US,
providing complimentary fires and, at times, control of all the air assets. We also
have had a good relationship and close co-operation with US Apaches.
The Apache certainly has surpassed the expectations of both her crews
and the forces we have been supporting. We have been involved in a significant
number of TICs to date, and the aircraft has performed extremely well, apparently
more or less unaffected by the heat, height, and weights being carried. A number
of deliberate operations have been conducted and in the first such operation,
which was supposed to be a non-kinetic cordon and search operation, the Apache
earned her spurs, and, in the words of many of the private soldiers and officers of
the ground forces involved, in what became a major kinetic operation, the Apache
‘saved their lives’ and is frankly ‘awesome’. This is very rewarding for all involved
to hear, for both aircrew and groundcrew. The Apache is providing accurate and
timely fires, very close to friendly force locations either killing or suppressing the
enemy forces and allowing the ground forces the time and space to regain the
initiative. Apache is now considered essential for UK operations in Afghanistan,
being a go / no go criteria for many missions.
The type of insurgency being fought is probably akin to that of the Malaya
campaign and the experiences of many from the Association. The insurgents
move in small groups of gunners, heavy machine gunners and RPG (Rocket
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Propelled Grenade) gunners and use the ground, which they know every detail of,
very well. They snipe at times and places of their choosing, fight hard and
fearlessly. Their main weaknesses are probably their leadership and basic skills.
But they are an enemy that demand respect, and, if you don’t, as we have now
seen on a few occasions (having seen the sad death of three UK forces and
several more badly wounded) they will capitalise on any mistake or weakness. In
reply, the Apache has mainly fired 30mm cannon as it is discriminate, effective and
accurate. Hellfire has been employed twice to destroy abandoned Coalition Force
vehicles (one French and one UK). The capability of the Apache is also
recognised by the enemy forces and there is ample evidence that the mere
presence of the aircraft is an effective deterrent to their activity.
Serviceability of the aircraft is proving higher than expected. This is due to
some superb work being conducted by the REME detachment at both locations,
and their highly proactive approach. They are facing considerable and different
challenges here in this theatre than they are used to, but are rising to it well.
Likewise, the groundcrew are also working well beyond their remit and are
providing an excellent service. This is especially evident when the aircraft return
for refuels and rearms whilst involved in TICs. The groundcrew and REMEs are
responding quickly and effectively, checking the aircraft for battle damage (there
have been two instances of the aircraft sustaining minor damage due to enemy
action), providing rapid refuel and rearm, water and food for the crews, and also
new video gun tapes to replace the full tapes which will have recorded the
engagements. They also provide NVG (Night Vision Goggles) if the mission is
likely to go into night. Whichever way you look at it, the 3 years combined training
has lead to a close-knit team, which is now proving its effectiveness on operations.
Andy Cash.
***
I recently read about the American troops in Iraq receiving
'Comfort Parcels' from the States. These parcels are packed and paid for by
volunteers and are shipped to Iraq by the US Air Force. The only thing that I know
about the contents is that they are things that they would not be able to get at their
location. I wondered if our troops, particularly the Squadron, received anything of
a similar nature. If not, then wouldn’t it be a good idea to get something along these
lines underway? To get it started we would need feedback from the Squadron as
to what they would like to get in the parcels, woolly socks and balaclavas are
definitely out!!! It would be great if the contents were decided by the rank and file,
not by what the OC and the SNCOs think they should have. We would also need
to ask the RAF if they are amenable. I see an individual parcel about twice the
size of a shoe box per person. We could start by asking Association members to
voluntarily fund a parcel and we, as the committee, would bulk buy the contents,
pack the parcels and then get them to the RAF for shipment. I feel that it would be
a bit of a morale builder if the troops thought that someone at home actually cared
about their welfare in a social rather than a duty sense. An E-mail has been sent
to the Squadron asking for their comments on the idea and for any practical
suggestions. Your feedback, as members of the Association, would be
appreciated. Ed.
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SECRETARY’S REPORT

The Association has had a busy year. A luncheon was held at the
Officers’ Mess, Middle Wallop, for our Burma veterans. Twelve veterans, their
wives and helpers, and two widows attended. The Committee held meetings in
September and March to discuss Association matters and reunion planning.
A very successful tour of Malaysia was organised in May. A party of thirty
nine visited some of our old Malaysian bases. We visited three cemeteries and
placed poppy crosses on the graves of our fallen.
Since the last AGM we have had four deaths, and eight resignations. We
have twenty six new members this year, eighteen of these came following articles
in the British Legion Magazine and the Aeroplane Magazine. When our new
website is up and running I hope we will see significant increases in numbers as
there will be an ‘on line’ application form complete with enrolment and payment
facilities. In this way I hope that ex 656ers who see the site will sign on at that
time!
An E-mail was received in March from a researcher in Holland who had
been shown a piece of paper inviting the local Dutch girls to a dinner dance in
Medan in August 1946. The invitation had been retained by two girls, who were
ex-internees of a Japanese concentration camp. Following this, enquiries were
made and Ray Pett recalled the occasion and is now in touch with them! Ray
plans to visit them next year, and we hope to invite the two ladies to our 2007
reunion.
As you will have seen, our Journal goes from strength to strength and is
much improved. Our thanks go to John and Sylvia Heyes for this. We intend to
post copies to all members as well as posting it on our website.
Ron Ward has stepped forward to be our photographic archivist, so please
forward to him copies of all photos relevant to 656 and the Association. He
request that photos be un-enhanced if possible and also to include approximate
dates and names if known. Contact details on page 36.
Riding on the back of the success of this year’s tour of Malaysia, your
committee are now researching the practicalities of having a tour to Borneo in
2008/9. Hopefully, by the time the January Journal is ready for publication, we
should have some broad strokes outlines of what the tour would comprise. In your
January Journal, there will be a questionnaire. Expressions of interest will be
requested, but with absolutely no obligation to travel on the tour. If you have any
suggestions regarding this proposal, please do not hesitate to contact Maurice
Haynes. Contact details on page 36.

John Bennett
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656 Squadron Association
Minutes of Annual General Meeting 2006
Meeting was held in the Officers’ Mess, Netheravon Airfield on Sunday 2nd July,
Commencing at 1100 hrs.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

All Attendees were welcomed by the President.
Apologies. M.J. Smith, M. Haynes, E. Maslen-Jones.
Minutes of Previous Annual General Meeting. Available on request
One minutes silence was held for our fallen comrades and
deceased members.
Secretary’s Report was read and accepted
Chairman’s Report. An edited copy appears in this edition of The
Journal.
Treasurer’s Report. – The audited accounts show a healthy
financial state. Grant from the National lottery towards the reunion
received. A grant from AACA is expected. A donation from
Westlands Helicopters received to upgrade web site.
Proposals.
1 That membership fees be increased to £7.50 pa.
Prop: P. Biggadike Seconded. P. Andrews. Carried
This proposition was actively debated. Proposals to increase to
£10 pa were rejected as were reduced fees for associate
members.
2 That Mark Meaton be elected as treasurer and Ken Mattocks
become deputy until a replacement is found.
Prop: G. Butler Seconded: W. Sanders. Carried
3 Vote of thanks to Ken for his work.
Prop: D. Walker Seconded: J. Ward. Carried
4 That Ron Ward be elected to the committee as Association
Photographic Archivist.
Prop: L. Edgecock
Seconded: S. Salter. Carried
5 When the 656th person becomes a member, he or she should
be granted free lifetime membership. (current number 640)
This proposition was rejected. Counter proposal that number
656 be allocated to the incumbent Squadron OC and be held by
succeeding OCs, They should also have a private membership
number.
Prop: J. Bennett
Seconded: A. Simkins. Carried
6 Acceptance of revised Constitution. An amendment offered for
the Financial paragraph to show ‘Membership fees, which are
set at the AGM, are per year….’ Copies available on request.
Prop: J. Dandy Seconded S. Holtom Carried

1. The following notices were read.
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Burma Star parade, Duxford 15th August 2006
Squadron Association Contingent at this year’s March Past at the
Cenotaph on Remembrance Sunday.
25th Anniversary trip to the Falkland Islands. 8 - 16 November 2007.
AAC 50th Anniversary events - September 2007
We are planning a Borneo Tour in 2008/9. Spring journal will have
suggestions and will ask interested parties (without obligation) to
contact Maurice Haynes. Contact details on page 36
Website. This is currently being re-written professionally and will be
live very soon.
New blood is needed on your committee. It is not difficult or very
time consuming
1. Further Announcements. The Association has benefited from some
legacies, small and large, please keep The Association in your thoughts
2. Date of next meeting. 15th September 2007 Re-union is at Middle Wallop in
conjunction with A.A.C. 50th Anniversary (Also the 50th Anniversary of
the First Reunion of the original 656 Association)
3. Any Other Business. None
ADDITIONAL NOTICES
A number of members have changed address, E-mail, and telephone
etc and have not advised us. This wastes a considerable amount on postage.
We currently have 42 members whose details are incorrect. 17 are paid up,
whilst 20 owe for this year.
Our Squadron history booklet ends in 1957 and is in need of bringing up
to date. We have no records of Rhodesia, (Kenya??) Iraq, Afghanistan, etc.
Please write your recollections of service with 656. We can then incorporate them
for the benefit of our current and future members. We need to complete the history
book, and to share with other members your experiences. The Journal editor
needs your anecdotes and stories, funny, tragic, dramatic, long or short, for
publication.
Unfortunately, this year, some Members who wished to attend the reunion
dinner have been disappointed due to numbers being dictated by the venue and
the statutory regulations.
In future, when the committee is planning a function, an early indication of
limitations will be sought and will be notified to members in the next available
Journal. Members will then be asked to make their bookings for the function, within
a specified time after publication.
Any functions with numbers limitations will only be open to members and
one guest. Allocation will be made strictly in order of applications being received.
Members who would like to bring additional guests may apply. The additional
guests being placed on a waiting list. Any vacancies at the closing date will be
filled from the waiting list in the order of application. The best chance of getting a
place at numbers limited events is to respond as soon as possible. Naturally, an
application can be withdrawn at a later date.
Being no further business the meeting closed at 12:00
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656 Squadron Association Tour
MUSINGS FROM “FAMILY” PETT
By Raymond Pett
“Would you like to come with us to Singapore and Malaysia?” asked Dad
(Ray Pett). “It will give you an opportunity to see some of the places I served in
during the Second World War”. This was too good to miss so my sister Celia, my
wife Kath and me, Raymond, agreed.
After a long flight, and a change of plane at Kuala Lumpur, we arrived tired
but excited, at the Phoenix Hotel in Singapore. This was our home for a day and
a half. Not enough time to get to know the place properly but certainly enough time
to get the flavour of this very clean, well organised city where the people are
friendly and welcoming.
On the morning of 11th May we visit Kranji Military Cemetery to pay our
respects to fallen comrades of 656 Squadron. A striking cemetery set on a hillside.
Then onto the Old Ford Factory which is now a museum, where General Percival
surrendered to the Japanese. A fascinating place steeped in history. That evening
we were invited for drinks at The British High Commission.
Next day we are off by coach, to Kuala Lumpur, stopping for a tour and
lunch at 881 Squadron Malaysia Army Air Wing based in Kluang. The guided tour
of the base, the superb lunch and our most genial hosts made it a very enjoyable
visit. The mood of our party seemed to swing between good humour and
retrospection, which was only to be expected. For our family it was a poignant
stopover as it was where Ray was sent to help disarm and process thousands of
Japanese POWs.
Slightly behind schedule there was no time to visit Seremban so it was
straight onto the Renaissance Hotel in Kuala Lumpur, where we remained until
17th May. There was plenty of time to savour the tourist sights. On the Monday,
we visited Cheras Cemetery to pay our respects to fallen comrades. This was a
more formal occasion with the Defence Attaché in attendance. This was followed
by a visit to Noble Field. Then back to the hotel for a couple of hours before joining
the Defence Attaché for drinks at his house.
On Wednesday 17th May it was coach again for the last part of our journey
through Malaysia, stopping at Ipoh Airfield for a tour then on to Taiping Airfield and
a visit to the Christian Cemetery. Our final destination was the Casuarina Beach
Resort Hotel in Penang. An hotel that has seen slightly better days but as you
could step from the hotel restaurant directly onto the beach it made it an excellent
base. This area was hit by the recent Tsunami and evidence of the massive
destruction could still be seen.
Penang gave everybody plenty of time to ‘play the tourist’ and visit the
sights of the island, and there were many. The best way to get around was to hire
a taxi, with your own guide.
There is not enough space to go into much detail of the trip but hopefully
we managed to convey a little taste of the two weeks.
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So what did we think of the trip? In a word - ‘excellent’. As outsiders, that
is, Celia, Kath and me, we were slightly concerned whether we would remain
outsiders, especially as the majority of the party already knew each other. As it
happened we were made to feel very welcome and it was an excellent holiday
combining both the ' things that needed/had to be done’ with plenty of time to relax
in between. As outsiders everything seemed very well organised and this has to
be down in no small measure to John Heyes, and for this,we thank him.
For the Pett Family the whole programme was just the right mix of the
organised and the ‘please yourself’.
***

BURMA COMMERATIVE PARADE

Ted Maslen-Jones meets Prince Charles in Westminster Hall after the
Burma Commemorative Parade in Whitehall, August 2005.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Sir,
I was most pleased to receive the Spring ‘06 Journal. What a handsome
edition it is, and by far the best we have had so far.
Ted Maslen-Jones
***
Sir,
As usual I have thoroughly enjoyed the latest Newsletter, Spring ‘06.
L.A.Leetham.'s article describing the problems of getting the Auster Mk 9 into
service in Malaya brought back a host of memories concerning its arrival at Middle
Wallop in 1955. I was an Instructor at the School and was given the task of putting
the new plane through it’s paces with, as far as I recall, only very limited guidance
over it’s characteristics. Short landings and take offs, stalls and spins, all went off
satisfactorily. Finally, I switched off and re-started the engine in a dive.
Fortunately, I allowed plenty of height for this because it needed more speed than
I had expected. On taxying back to dispersal the rudder pedal broke! I was
thankful it occurred on the ground and not during spin recovery!
Leslie R. Addington
***
Sir,
Ken Perkins letter in the Spring edition, set me searching again through
my notes and more particularly, my father’s letters home. Sure enough he
describes only the events themselves, not the causes, in fact I can find no
reference to engine trouble at all. I can only think I have confused the
circumstances of his accident, with the accounts of the incident which led to my
father’s death two weeks later. It was engine trouble that had necessitated the
forced landing by the Thunderjet which then careered off the runway and into the
jeep my father was driving. My apologies for this error.
To straighten the record the following passage from my father’s letters is
quoted verbatim.
15th May 1953
“What a week! Of my 6 aircraft I’m down to three at the moment. Two went
fut with cracked fuselages near the tail wheel due to the ghastly rocky condition of
the strip, and poor old Ken Perkins crashed in the river here on 12th. He had an
observer (L.A.C. Goodfield) in the back with him, they both scrambled out of the
wreckage unhurt but the river was in flood and the observer, despite very gallant
efforts by Ken, was swept away and drowned. Ken just made the bank and was
bloody lucky to survive. Poor chap is terribly upset, the aircraftsman was his own
ground crew, a first class lad of only 19. Physically he (Ken) was unhurt, a few
scratches and shock but mentally it will take him some months to recover. He’s still
with me and flying ……….”
Peter Harris

***
Sir,
I was most interested to read Mr. Leetham’s article on ‘Introducing the
AOP Mk 9’ (Spring 2006). From his account WZ 670 certainly seemed to be a
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Friday-afternoon aircraft, although on checking my Log Book I find he checked me
out on this on 18th August 1955 in a 35 minute uneventful flight from RAF Seletar.
At that time I was commanding 1911 Light Liaison Flight RAF, based at
RNAS Sembawang, on Singapore. Once the production line was in top gear at
Seletar we became a temporary holding unit for Mk 9s awaiting up-country pilots,
whom we checked out before issuing them with an aircraft. At one time we had 12
Mk 9s on out inventory.
After Mr. Leetham had returned to England we had a disconcerting
problem with the Mk 9’s engines when practising Forced Landings away from the
airfield. After turning on to Finals one pushed open the throttle to overshoot, only
to encounter a deathly hush. As the remaining altitude rapidly unwound the engine
belatedly reacted to the throttle, enabling the aircraft to clear the trees - just. This
baffled us at first, but I noticed while taxying on the taxi-ways at Sembawang that
the engine gave a hiccup when swinging the nose to the left. The hiccup could be
produced on demand.
I was so convinced that I had found the cause of the problem that I carried
out and air test to prove the theory. Feeling rather pleased with myself I
telephoned the Squadron Commander, ‘Banger’ Wheeler, to report my findings,
only to receive a right rollicking for taking an unnecessary risk! At least we had
pin-pointed the problem. It was now up to the plumbers to fix it.
Colonel (Retd) B.H. Bradbrook, OBE
***
Sir,
Attached is a copy of a piece of paper, (the text of which reads: The
Officers and Men of ‘A’ Flight, 656 Air O.P. Squadron, RAF Request the pleasure
of your company at a Dance to be held at 43, Beatrixlaan on Wednesday 14th
August at 7.30pm. Buffet, Transport Provided) which was sent to a number of
Dutch girls (ex-internees from Japanese Concentration Camps) in August 1946 at
the town of Medan on the isle of Sumatra, Netherlands East Indies.
This particular one was presented to two young girls, sisters, Hannie and
Ineke van der Tak, who more than once were invited to those ‘dances’ at 656
Squadron Mess at “Beatrixlaan 43” in Medan.
These women, widows and in their seventies now and living well in
Heerlen, Holland were wondering if any veterans of that unit 656 OP RAF, serving
at that particular period of time, are still alive and interested in the fact that such a
piece of paper survived the years. The ladies on finding this little piece of paper
again, wonder if these vets would remember the occasions they probably met
Dutch girls at that special period of time in their lives on that particular location.
If any members of the Association remember these events, please get in
touch with these ladies via their e-mail address: jdeswart@wanadoo.nl Please do
not expect a confrontation with ‘unknown children’ or whatever, there aren’t any!
Just two ladies who are grateful for the liberation by the English. It wasn’t nice
under the Jap-occupation. They lost their father as a result of that.
Thank you. Regards from Holland.
J. De Swart (Brother-in-law of one of the sisters
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Sir,

Roger Harris and I were pilots in 1907 Flight in Taiping, between us from
1953 to 1955. Roger had just got married and he and his Liz were the life and soul
of all the local parties - of which there were many. A 19 year old Airlie and I met
out there but saw each other for only two months before her father took her home
at the end of his tour, leaving me with the rest of my just-started tour to complete.
So Taiping holds a very special place in each of our memories.
During the 2006 Malaysian Tour we hired a car in Penang and took time
out to go back to revisit Taiping properly. We toured the old town (which is very
much as it was), saw where Roger and Liz used to live, saw the ruins of the
magnificent old house where Airlie and her family had lived, were shown by the
Pastor round the still thriving little church where she and I first met (at choir
practice!) and toured the lovely Lake Gardens, always a feature of the town.
Roger had a contact in Taiping, one Chan Zwai Fong, and he had asked
us to lunch with him at the New Club. To our astonishment we there found waiting
for us the Chairman of the Club, the Hon. Secretary, a retired Malaysian Army
Reserve officer (who knew many from our era) and Chan Zwai Fong. They gave
us a delightful lunch and were full of reminiscences about ‘the old days’.
Later, in response to a letter of thanks I wrote, Chan Zwai Fong replied:
“It was a great honour to be able to welcome you all back to the Club. If
the little we did contributed to make your stay pleasant, I am pleased. More that
50 years ago you all came to our country and made so many sacrifices for us. What
we did to welcome you back is the least we could do to show some of our
appreciation”.
After we were back in the UK we heard, to our surprise, that Chan Zwai
Fong and his wife were planning to come over to visit his daughter and her family,
who live in Welwyn Garden City. So we decided to return some of their Taiping
hospitality and asked him and his wife, daughter Lyn and her Australian husband,
Ian, and their two little girls down to East Sheen for lunch. Roger Harris nobly drove
all the way up from Wales to join us and Inge Eccles kindly came up from Andover
to help out. Lunch was followed by a walk in Richmond Park for the girls to feed
the ducks and back here for a typical English tea of cucumber sandwiches.
They seemed to enjoy it and we were so very glad to have had a chance
to reciprocate some of their Malaysian hospitality.
Maj. Gen. Robert Staveley
***
Sir,
We would like to thank the Committee for all their hard work that made the
Netheravon weekend such a success. We hope you raised a lot of money from
your stall and Raffle.
Looking forward, if possible, to 2007.
Margaret Windscheffel on behalf of herself, Arthur Windscheffel, Angela and Gary.
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MEMBERS’ CONTRIBUTIONS
We received the following article from
Anthony Rosen
Thanks to meeting Colonel Andrew Simkins I have just read the article by
Peter Harris in the Summer 2005 Newsletter of 656 Squadron.
At the beginning of March 1952, I, as a National Service Royal Artillery
Second Lieutenant, reported to the Air OP School RAF at Middle Wallop to join
Course 86 with the intention of spending the next eight months learning to become
a gunner Air Observation Post pilot, assuming a successful course, following which
I would be demobbed into the Territorial Army for further flying.
Course 86 started off with three national service Second Lieutenants
(virtually the first of 54 national service gunner pilots), two Territorial Captains (one
later to become my brother-in-law), five regular Captains and Major Wilf Harris MC.
Our initial fears at having a senior very experienced Major on the course were
immediately dispelled by him insisting on being called Wilf. This was too much of
a cultural shock, even for the Captains, all of us used to saluting Majors at every
opportunity. A compromise was rapidly reached on Major Wilf, which was his
moniker for the duration of the course, at least to his fellow course members.
Major Wilf was a truly wonderful guide and mentor and a true leader. One
of his minor qualities was an ability to understand and send Morse Code. No one
ever explained why we might ever need to use Morse but nevertheless we all
passed the tests, entirely thanks to the loud mutterings of Major Wilf who was fully
aware of our shortcomings.
On the night of July 1st 1952 with 92 flying hours proudly in my logbook,
Course 86 embarked on its first night flying, the strip being marked by paraffin
goose-neck flares. The writer, after 40 minutes of dual instruction in Auster Mark
V (373) with a Captain Mattocks, took off on his first solo night flight. The take off,
circuit and landing went well. The euphoric pilot then proceeded to taxy to the take
off point to repeat his success, the route lit by blue glims.
The euphoria ceased rather suddenly when the aircraft was brought to a
smashing standstill by taxying straight up the tail and fuselage of another Auster
V, this one driven by Major Wilf. Fortunately the engine of the offending aircraft was
switched off quickly enough to avoid the decapitation of the Major who climbed out,
and avoiding all (justifiable) expletives, suggested amazingly calmly that I had
rather spoilt his first solo night flight.
Both he and I were supplied very quickly with replacement aircraft and
each succeeded in completing a further hour of fortunately unadventurous solo
night flying. There were minimal recriminations, none at all from Major Wilf who
settled for a pint of beer in compensation payment, and it was generally accepted
that the probable reason had been the failure of Major Wilf’s rear light. Later that
month we all converted on to the Auster Marks Vl and Vll and nothing further was
said about the two written off Mark Vs.
The remainder of the course progressed satisfactorily to the Wings Parade
on 1 October 1952 and Major Wilf treated his fellow course members to a
13

celebratory drink in the Mess. The writer, so smitten by flying, signed on for an extra
six months service carried out at Detmold serving under the then Captain John
Moss MC in 1901 Flight in 652 Squadron, before later serving with both 662 and
661 Territorial Air OP Squadrons at Colerne and Kenley.
The news of Major Wilf’s tragic death on the 2nd June 1953 was met with
disbelief and great sorrow. Major Wilf was a very special officer and gentleman and
all who were fortunate enough to serve with him were better men for it. Although it
is more than fifty years ago the many happy memories of being a friend of Major
Wilf lives forever in my memory.
***

First seen in the Flight office of 2 Flt 656 Squadron, Ipoh, Malaya, sometime in
1958, and recently re-discovered by Vic Selwood
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Taken from ‘Morse was my Catalyst’
The Autobiography of Captain H.J. (Harry) Groom.
In March 1945 I was posted from the Staff of 4th Field Regiment RA at
Larkhill to 656 Squadron RAF, then in Deolali, India. Another replacement pilot,
Bill Walker, and I were given VIP treatment on an RAF Sunderland from
Southampton Water setting off Eastwards.
In the Autumn of 1944 the Luftwaffe had been subdued and the flight to
Sicily was uneventful. We turned North from Benghazi to make an E/W
preliminary run over the bay at Catania. I thought that the bay was much
obstructed being full of boats and floatplanes but on a second look I noted that
they were all on the bottom of the blue Mediterranean – sunk! The Short
Sunderland, being a flying boat, skimmed over the lot of them.
Next day we set off over Benghazi en route for Cairo but over the Libyan
desert one engine packed in and we had to return to Catania. Next day we set off
again but another engine had to be shut down and we returned to Catania for
longer servicing, which gave my friend and I a few days to ‘explore’ the town. I did
a few quick pencil sketches particularly of divers, in copper helmets and leaden
boots, who were engaged in recovery work in the harbour. Bill Grant-Walker and
I went out to ‘inspect’ an airship hangar in the hinterland. This was an open plan
building about four cricket pitches in length, 100ft (?) high with a tall tower at each
end, stairs but no lift. Between the towers about ten feet below the roof was a
catwalk running from one end to the other, below was a void. It was a mild
challenge to walk along the catwalk from one end to the other and down the stairs
where we found that the door was locked causing a return along the catwalk which
was about twelve inches wide with one side rail. We walked, keeping well apart,
with some trepidation, realising that it was unsafe. At the bottom of the tower we
were met by a Sicilian caretaker who spoke no English, but with waving arms
made it quite clear what he thought of two clots who had walked the catwalk where
no man had walked before (after the hangar had been bombed). He took us below
to point out a clearly visible gap in the footway held together by vestiges of steel
wire. He shared some Marsala with us and we returned to the harbour from which,
we later took off for an uneventful flight to Cairo thence over the Middle East – Iran
and Iraq to land in Karachi. Our posting was to Deolali where there was a Maidan
(a municipal open area used for sports and parades) used solely by 1587 Flight
as a base for flying training in tropical conditions. It was commanded by Captain
Cross RA whom we called ‘Daddy Cross’, he must have been at least forty five.
Without labouring the point, it is relevant to record that there were no
navigational aids, no wireless contact, and no contact with control towers. Flying
was ‘by the seat of the pants’ over the Western Ghats, (coastal mountain ranges)
in local storms, over the jungle and in the foothills for low flying, but it was so
absorbing. We were given practice in short landings and on the clear maidan into
strong wind with full flap it was possible to put down in twenty yards. In the foothills
near Poona, the local Indian Artillery regiment, with which I was to practice
gunnery, had laid out a one hundred yard landing strip having been previously
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instructed, at short notice, by a booklet dropped from the air a day or so before. A
white ‘T’ was placed on the ground, which was the touch down point, and I made
my approach in text book style. In the proximity to the ‘T’ was a tree about three
inches thick which had not been removed and as I flew into it, it snapped and stuck
in the port struts. The aircraft, amazingly, remained airborne and was able to climb
above the tree line at the end of the strip. There seemed to be no reason to land
and to take off would have been out of the question since there were no field repair
facilities. So I decided to return to the Maidan at Deolali where there would be
maximum run for landing at near flying speed. The only practical problem was that
I could not turn to starboard and a 10º turn North had to be accomplished by a
350º turn to port. The ground crew at Deolali did not consider the tree to be a
problem, and simply removed it, straightened the struts which were not severely
damaged and the aircraft was ready for flying the next day. The Auster is
extremely rugged with a skeleton steel frame, which it’s medapolin (linen) skin
would seem to deny, but this was not so. I recall a Canadian Artillery Captain, an
ex-Spitfire pilot, used to the powerful Merlin engine, low flying over the Test in
Hampshire, catching a bridge with his port wing taking away about one third, as
far as the strut, and still remaining airborne enabling a return to base. The
Taylorcraft Constructors, by invitation from the military unit, were delighted to send
a photographer and a team of engineers to record how rugged the Auster had
been. Another technique which ‘bothered’ the Canadian was the short ‘jump’ take
off into the tree line of poplars. The technique was to arrange the short take off
run, the ground crew would hold up the tail, secure NO FLAPS, brake hard on,
open the throttle fully, off brake and everybody let go towards the trees. It was a
fine effort of judgement to fix the point where FULL FLAP was applied and the
control column drawn firmly back into the stomach. The aircraft would rise
vertically by several feet almost to the stall then the stick was pushed forward and
the FLAPS TAKEN OFF. To gain airspeed after topping the trees it was necessary to put the nose down steeply, a task which our Canadian friend accomplished
by inches.
Now, as pilots fully trained in tropical flying (?) four of us had Flight
postings. Three were taken by military transport to the station but I was rushed to
Deolali Hospital with a temperature and suspected malaria. After five days I was
discharged having been diagnosed as coryza (the common cold). This delay
upset the apple cart, or bullock cart, since I had to take a solo route. I was seen
off with great ceremony by five Indian servants, the cook and the dhirzi wallah, the
bhisti, the dhobi and the sweeper. A double bullock cart arrived and my gear was
loaded, a garland was placed around my neck and my forehead anointed with a
red ‘dot’. With cheering I was driven off albeit at a slow walk to reach the station
in due course.
The trip across India was conducted in some style; the trains would stop
at platforms which were set out for dining. Napery, table silver and waiters with
turbans, white frock coats and cummerbunds were much in evidence. The
journey through Bangalore to Madras was uneventful, but as was customary,
passenger numbers were twice the seating capacity, the coach roofs being
crowded with freeloaders of all castes. Apart from some indolent ‘shushing away’
at stations, no action was taken and the freeloading was resumed at the time of
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departure. I was flown to Squadron HQ in Ceylon being welcomed by the
Squadron Commander, Denis Coyle. He said ‘I’m glad you’ve arrived, I want you
to go and pick up six jeeps and twelve men from Bombay’. This meant that I had
to suffer another long journey across India on the Blue Mountain Express with all
the hardship of travelling First Class and eating meals in Colonial splendour on
railway platforms.
The jeeps were ready, together with drivers and RAF personnel and I
indented for food, mostly tinned, from both Army and RAF sources. Clean jerry
cans were filled with water together with sufficient fuel and a little First Aid
equipment. We had to average 30 mph over dusty roads if we were to meet up
with the Royal Navy in Madras and embark on their Tank Landing craft for
Operation Zipper, the intended invasion of Malaya (later re-designated,
re-occupation).
The journey over the Western Ghats was not without incident. We killed
fifty monkeys which didn’t get out of the way, not surprisingly, saw native dancing
in some villages, and dancing bears. We had an egg meal at a Salvation Army
Hostel in the mountains (7000 ft) where I donated our much overstocked supply
of tinned fruit. We had no real problems; for the most part local populations
welcomed us, and were intensely curious about our caravan when we stopped.
We spent some weeks in Coimbatore, just outside Madras, with nothing
to do except to maintain rear party equipment.
I was the pro-tem OC, the British Other Ranks numbered about thirty, but
being highly skilled technicians soon got bored. Someone thought that a sports
day would pass the time but this was short term thinking since we did not know
when we would embark. Due to camp duties, only about twenty BORs would be
available to participate. Flt. Lt. Eaton, our equipment officer had the unheard of
idea of letting our Indian bearers take part, which upped the numbers to about
forty. A forward date was set for the event which was enthusiastically welcomed.
Arthur planned the events, the mile, shorter track and field events and a very
popular cross country. We had, among the troops, first class artisans to construct
the obstacles including the water jumps. A painted scoreboard was made to show
the events and highly illegal betting odds. I believe Arthur was formerly an
accountant, and he set the odds. I set the ceilings on tote stakes. The competition
trophies were equally divided between the Indians and the BORs. I killed a nest
of snakes which were breeding under my charpoy (bed) but this was the extent of
any warlike activity. I was however, after some weeks becoming increasingly
aware of potential problems with administration, we had no communication from
Squadron.
I anxiously kept looking towards the jungle to see if a runner would arrive
with orders in a cleft stick. The frustration made me decide to hitch hike from
Coimbatore to Vavunia the then location of Squadron HQ. A jeep took me to the
airfield at Madras, then under military control with armed guards. With a lot of
swank I ‘boldly went’ past them to the control tower, where among the many pilots,
I asked if anyone could give me a lift to Ceylon. I got a trip from an Indian pilot to
Colombo and with another to Trincomalee the Naval base. They were able to get
a message to Vavunia who sent one of their aircraft to pick me up. I was,
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of-course, given clear instructions as to how the rear party were to proceed but
since Squadron aircraft were short range I had to hitch hike back to Coimbatore.
Once more there were no security problems as I boldly walked through.
Another week and we travelled to the docks to load our vehicles on
Landing Ships Tank where some aircraft were already stowed. The mainplanes
were lashed along the bulwarks and fuselages lashed to the lower deck. Although
Operation Zipper was turned into the Malayan occupation we went on. LSTs were
flat bottomed and not good in a sea. To have turned back against the wind and
tide would have put the convoy at hazard. We proceeded to the beach South of
Port Dickson. Gurkhas were the first ashore in assault craft but we had great
difficulty in getting our equipment ashore due to swamps and tidal conditions.
Reflecting, en route, I had the idea that it would have been possible to clear the
top deck of an LST and take off full steam ahead into wind. I spoke later to (name
dropping) a former naval Stringbag pilot, Admiral Percy Gick, who said that he had
had the same idea at the time but he abandoned it since LSTs were being taken
out of production.
Other aircraft had been parked in Trincomalee (Ceylon) and then loaded
onto HMS Trumpeter, an aircraft carrier. The carrier had almost to come to a stop
to allow take off into wind as Austers had a stalling speed of 40 mph. They had to
be held in position by six men, until the pilot signalled ‘ready’ to prevent being
blown overboard.
The Squadron was re-united in Kuala Lumpur after much effort was
devoted to gathering the dispersed sections from Bombay, Coimbatore,
Trincomalee and Singapore. I was posted to Ipoh (Perak) to join ‘C’ Flight under
the command of Captain Ralph Hadley, formerly a sports reporter for the News of
the World. The tasks included support in disarming the Japanese, especially
since in the deep jungle, some of them did not know the war had finished. We
were able to overfly remote areas to give map reference to ground troops and to
undertake a succession of photographic sorties. We also had the task,
immediately after re-occupation, of flying diplomats and Force 136 personnel to
various Sultanates to negotiate Treaties. Landing on their front lawns was a great
convenience. On one occasion, having photographed Chendorah Dam, I
exceeded my brief and flew below roof top level to take a photograph of the
Sultans palace which upset him a bit causing a complaint to be raised through
British Headquarters. There was no difficulty in tracing the miscreant and I was
duly carpeted. My Flight Commander knew the power of photographs and asked
if the photo was any good, which it was. He took it to a Chinese technician in Ipoh
and had it enlarged and framed and sent to the Sultan with the Squadron
compliments. The Sultan was a well educated man and replied with thanks and a
request for the Pilot’s name, that of his observer and details as to lens, aperture,
exposure, light setting, date and time, which I was pleased to provide. Ten years
later, I had a neighbour, a British Diplomat, recently retired from Malaya, who told
me that the Sultan still kept the photograph on his chimneypiece. In its small way,
that photo contributed to the Diplomatic negotiations and an ‘entente cordiale’.
Malaya’s pre-war economy had been based on rubber and tin and it had
been the practice of the managers to fly-in wages in Tiger Moths and to land on
the local strips. I understand, there were some sixty or so. Many of these fell into
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disuse during the Japanese occupation, but being strategically placed they were
very convenient for liaison flights if still suitable for landing. It was our practice to
locate them and carry out a visual reconnaissance for obstructions, overgrown
jungle, suitability for take-off – no tall trees – and not too dodgy surface growth.
Several passes were made before the pilot was satisfied that a safe landing and
take-off could be made. On one such sortie I thought that the strip was doubtful
and made a jeep trip from Ipoh to Grik, near the Siamese border, to do a ground
recce. I was also able to load some much needed medical supplies for the
villagers, the welcome was terrific. I decided that the strip would be ‘all right’ with
care and carried out a sortie some time later.
The landing was satisfactory, nose up, full flap and a ‘clunk’ down. Take
off was more amusing, we used to fly with the doors off giving good vision close
to the ground. We should have come unstuck within 100 yards but I ran into
waterlogged paddy on full throttle, it wasn’t dangerous but it was difficult. It
became necessary to rock the control column, fore and aft when, with half flaps,
the aircraft would ‘jump a yard’ then a ‘yard and a half’ then two yards, and so on.
I had 300 yards clear of obstacles in front but each ‘clunk’ in the paddy threw up
bucketsful of mud. Back at Ipoh the aircraft was checked for damage but the only
unusual feature was a passenger FROG beneath the observer’s seat. The heavy
landings were well accommodated by the ‘ELASTIC BAND’ (bungee)
undercarriage.
AOP was used to cover ground troops to let them know what was ‘over
the hill’ or on occasion to provide them with aerial photographs. Repairs were
carried out in the field, a cable laying device was invented to run telephone wires
over the jungle canopy and an oil drum installed behind the pilot with a hand pump
and a cork float to provide a long range fuel tank. On one occasion, Cpl. Williams,
a fitter, said that he had just had delivered a new fine pitch propeller which ought
to give us a higher flight ceiling. We took off on a test flight and climbed, in the
latter stages very slowly, to 13,400 feet. With a take off altitude of 1500 feet the
air was rarefied and oxygen was required of which we had none. Luckily, my
schoolboy physics came to mind and I descended slowly by throttling back with a
bit of a flap and moving earthwards gradually, to balance in the lack of oxygen.
While height was not critical for my next sortie the height knowledge was
helpful. I was asked to search for a crashed DH Mosquito somewhere ‘in the hills’
and I planned a square search at about 5000 feet with little immediate success.
I flew a bit higher and suddenly I saw hundreds of local people, like ants,
swarming towards one spot on the fairly open terrain. By flying lower I saw about
six feet of a paddle bladed propeller sticking out of the ground, the map reference
of which I noted and reported.
In similar vein, there was another casualty on Ipoh. The Brigadier RA had
formed what was termed the Brigadier’s Flying Club. This consisted of three or
four skeleton gliders, probably pre-war, and abandoned by the Japanese. They
were maintained by Chinese and Malay technicians who allegedly had had some
previous experience. The set-up was run, as a hobby, off duty, by an Army Major
who asked if our Squadron would take over responsibility. The answer was a firm
but courteous NO. One morning the Major asked if I would like to fly one. They
were launched by being towed by a jeep until they reached about 500 feet and
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then cast off. I was not keen but with the Major’s jibes about our flying skills I
eventually succumbed. The circuit was smooth and successful but not
spectacular. The harness was not put under strain and the 8” x 8” plywood seat
remained in place. This was too tame for the Major who took over and hauled 700
feet. After a fast run with the wind he climbed and turned to starboard for a landing
but rocked the control column fore and aft to obtain a wave motion. At about ten
feet nosing fast to the ground, the control column stuck and he dived into the
concrete. The rotted and sun-dried canvas harness could not hold his weight and
he whip lashed into the concrete. Death was instantaneous. Corpses do not
remain fresh in the tropics, and the body had to be left in our crew room … overnight.
The same hut was the site of another dramatic incident. Tropical storms
are violent and intense and on the airstrip the telephone wires were left open to
the elements. I happened to pick up the telephone during a storm when the
lightening struck and went to earth through my body. The world disappeared but
sometime later, perhaps five minutes, I found myself, having been thrown some
eight feet from the telephone, lying immobile, on the concrete, with an arched
back. I did not attempt a ‘knee jerk’ reaction, but let nature take its course.
Gradually, my spine relaxed and I was able to stand up with relative ease. Within
a few minutes I was walking about, and was able to resume duty, telling no-one
until much later in the day when the event surfaced as an anecdote.
These intense storms were, for the most part, local, but they prevented
flying over the central mountains which rise to 8000 feet. On one occasion, en
route from Ipoh to Penang, it was necessary to fly to the West Coast, where after
a brief reconnaissance I landed on the beach and waited for the storm to abate.
So much for the pre-charted flight plan which had been left with flight control.
Policing sorties were very important to locate isolated Japanese units in
the jungle which had not been told that the war had finished and to assist Indian
ground troops in ‘mopping up’ operations. Photographic sorties became a must
and message dropping advised scattered towns on political issues. There was no
pre-formed flying drill and lessons were learned with experience. Pamphlets were
loaded in tight bundles and a jack-knife was to hand. The first lesson learned was
to fly at 50 mph at 200 feet then to cut the cord and ditch the load. On an early
occasion, my observer failed fully to cut the cord and the package remained
bulked, coupled with my fast airspeed the load hit the tailplane with a thud which
resounded but did not even dent this rugged Auster aeroplane.
After some months, plans were made to re-occupy Java. ‘C’ Flight was
re-equipped and I was given command of ‘C’ Flight to re-assemble in Batavia with
five aircraft, four pilots, thirty ground crew, road vehicles and an aircraft portee.
The portee was designed to transport a dismantled Auster. The fuselage in the
centre with the mainplanes either side.
The task in Java was to peacefully occupy pending takeover by the Dutch
forces but this was far from the case. A Dutch column moved South to re-occupy
Bandoeng but was ambushed with several casualties, numerous local factions
competing to take over the country. These had apparently gained advance
intelligence as to Dutch movements and the British were asked to advise.
The British decided to lead the next column and adopted the classic tactic
of spreading false information as to the date of the movement, which ‘duff gen’
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spread like wildfire in the town but the British set off early the next day. The
column included my flight ground vehicles which arrived at Bandoeng airfield in
good nick. The only damage, and this is apocryphal, was to a low bridge which
was hit by a Gurkha’s head because he was standing up in an open truck and
looking backwards! I flew up with my Squadron Commander, Frank McMath via
Buitenzorg with orders to clear all the buildings on the airfield and billet 1000
Japanese POWs in our hangars, pending removal by the RAF in Dakotas stripped
internally to accommodate sixty or so POWs for transport to Sumatra. My written
Orders stated that there were to be no exceptions, but the Japanese General
asked to be separated from his troops and accorded with the dignity of his rank.
I provided a number of vehicle tarpaulins with some cordage and his men were
able to provide him with a separate ‘flat’ in the corner of the hangar. The General
stayed only for one night after I sent a signal to HQ and a special aircraft was sent
to pick him up the next day.
The POWs were very respectful and provided no problems. This was a
good thing since the local factions kept peppering our hangars with small arms
fire. The powers that be then armed 400 Japanese POWs with Lee Enfields and
stationed them around the airfield facing away from us. We soon got settled and
our four officers occupied the former Dutch Mess with Japanese staff and Mess
servants. We were then able to accommodate a number of Allied prisoners of
war, some Dutch, some Eurasian, some South African, for a formal Dinner in the
Mess. We put aside some good fare properly served by the Japanese together
with some of our sparse stock of Spirits and Beer. Our guests were touched but
tactfully declined most of our offerings since they would not have been able to
digest them having existed principally on rice for a number of years. The
Japanese came to the rescue with rice and duck eggs, and after a brief lull, dinner
was served.
By way of temporary ‘loot’ each member of ‘C’ Flight acquired an
American car from the fifty or so left on the strip. Of-course there was nowhere
to go except for racing up and down the concrete runway until the Civil
Authorities became aware and the vehicles were impounded. I was able to
acquire, for a few days, the General’s horse which was brought out each morning
by three or four Japanese ‘sais’ faultlessly groomed and accoutred.
Meanwhile, outside the peri-track there was a ‘war’ going on. Just South
of us was a volcanic ridge rising up to 12,000 feet. In the foothills a fully laden
Dakota had force landed. We heard that the forty occupants were Japanese and
that they had been massacred by the local factions.
We were also able to ’liberate’ an enormous photographic store with
chemicals, film and processing equipment which were adapted to our hand held
cameras. This enabled us to provide the infantry with photographs of their
forward terrain within twenty four hours instead of the three days from official RAF
processing. The infantry were grateful for these since local factions could be
extremely mobile in their lines. We carried out many sorties for the 3rd Indian Field
Regiment including shoots and for the Headquarters a number of reconnaissance
flights to locate ‘lost’ Japanese columns. Flying conditions varied but one could
be ‘certain’ that the 1000 foot cloud base in the volcanic valley would clear two
hours after dawn allowing a clear approach to Bandoeng airstrip. It was our
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common practice to fly through this cloud so that no one with small arms could lie
in wait. On one occasion this did not work. One of my pilots returned within
minutes and we could hear him but not see him above the cloud. The next was a
call from the infantry saying that one of our aircraft had force landed in the paddy
but they would cover him if we could get there straight away and recover. We
loaded up four or five jeeps with riggers and fitters heavily armed with stens and
brens and with our aircraft portee set off for the paddy. The movement was fast
and efficient with the valuable element of surprise which did not give the local
factions’ time to group. I suppose recovery back to base took about three hours
without a shot being fired. The aircraft was undamaged and it was soon
re-assembled and put on strength. I sent a signal of thanks to the infantry who
appeared to be grateful for our efforts in having supported them in their own efforts
over some months.
On one occasion, we had a long flight from Bandoeng to Pelabuanratoe
to photograph some installations. We were told that time was of the essence but
as we had no long range tanks, I could not fly from A to B at low level. We would
have had to jink through a col if we were to avoid prepared and forewarned ground
fire, wasting time and fuel. I decided to fly above the cloud at about 5000 feet.
The cumulus however built up and I had to increase altitude to 10,000 feet or so
on dead reckoning. (From the Malayan experience I knew we could go to 13,400
feet) and pressed on. When we got to Pelabuanratoe we found a hole in the
cloud, not very big, and I had to descend in circles in case I lost it. We found the
objective and my Observer took several photos. I knew that we could not get back
above the cloud which had now developed into cumulo nimbus, so I flew back to
Bandoeng, with a diminishing fuel supply, jinking as far as I dare. The photos
were a great success and my Observer, Bob Wright, was well satisfied but he was
heard to remark (aside), in the Mess, that he had heard the Metro Goldwyn Mayer
Angelic choir.
My repatriation number, twenty eight, (seven years war service) surfaced
in May 1946. I am pleased to record my thanks to ‘C’ Flight Riggers, Fitters and
Drivers for their skills in servicing and maintaining our aircraft and vehicles to a
high level of readiness.
Advanced knowledge of the probable date of de-mobilisation had enabled
me to make plans for a civilian career as a Surveyor. My fiancée in England had
sent me papers from professional institutions to help in decision making. (This
meant four years of hard study but experience of survey as a Gunner gave me a
great start). The most difficult decision for me was to decline the offer of
appointment as Squadron Commander. I had left England in 1944 flown out as a
replacement pilot in a Sunderland being treated as a minor VIP. The trip home
was less salubrious. First of all to Changi, Singapore, which former prison was
now a transit camp. Thence, not on a slow boat to China but on a very slow boat
to Southampton via Suez and the Mediterranean to dock in June on Derby Day.
***
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THE MIGHTY ROAR
OF THE VERTICAL FOUR!
I’d rather reluctantly accepted the attachment to the Army Air Corps only as an
alternative to flying a desk for the next two years.
So there I was, as they say, standing in front of the Auster Mk. 7,
wondering just what the hell I’d got myself into. I’d done the Harvard, the Meteor
and the Hunter, and the thought of coming down to this level appalled me. A real
string and canvas job I thought. Doesn’t even look too safe to me!
Right, I thought. There was only one thing for it, and that was to show
these Army chaps what flying was all about and what real pilots could do!
The AAC instructor that had been given the task of teaching me to fly the
beast explained some of the finer points as we walked slowly around the little
aircraft, peering at the small tyres, and the fabric covered airframe, but I wasn’t
really paying too much attention, after all it was only a toy, not a real aeroplane,
wasn’t it? ‘Do we get in, or put it on like a shoe?’ This merry quip was met with a
stony silence and what could only be described as a calculating look. Rather
deflated, I followed instructions and got into the machine. ‘Right, never mind the
humour. Just pay attention please.’
I’d never seen anything like it - only in old flying films about Biggles in the
twenties and thirties – all that was missing was the white silk scarf and the leather
jacket!
The call out of the window (built a bit like some old cars, hinged at the top
and opening outwards) ‘Switches off, fuel on (by pulling a small knob out of the
instrument panel) throttle closed, brakes hard on, suck in’. The soldier standing
by the wooden propeller repeated this litany, and pulled the prop round a few
times. Then much to my amazement, just like the WW1 films, called ‘Contact!’
The instructor pushed up both the ignition switches, opened the ‘Y’ shaped
throttle a little, repeated ‘Contact!’ and the soldier gave the prop a smart pull
downwards, skipped nimbly out of the way and there was a small apologetic
cough from the exhaust and nothing more. ‘Bit cold this morning’ he said,
repeating the ‘suck in’ bit; and when I rather patronisingly enquired if we didn’t
have an electric self starter, it was explained that yes we did but we rarely used it
as it tended to drain the battery which could only be charged when we were
airborne and the wind driven generator on the wing was activated by the slipstream.
This time the engine fired and set at 1200 rpm to warm up whilst the after
start checks were carried out. Hardly complex, they seemed to consist of a quick
look round to see if all appeared to be well and nothing had fallen off, and set the
QNH. The instrumentation was a little primitive to say the least. ASI, altimeter,
old fashioned turn and slip (complete with two needles), RPM, oil temperature
gauge, oil pressure gauge, fuel gauge in each wing root, and a P type magnetic
compass (inverted and read via a mirror)
Waving away the chocks, the instructor taxied slowly away from the
concrete apron on to the grass, checked the brakes (heel brakes operating a
cable to drum brakes similar to those on a car.)
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‘OK’, he said, ‘you have control. Just remember to swing the nose from
time to time to see where you’re going and head for the caravan at the take off
point. Remember, when you turn downwind, keep the control column well forward
or you’ll tip her on her nose, OK?’
‘Sure OK’
Right. Here’s where we show them what it’s all about!
I put on full left rudder to turn towards the caravan – and nothing
happened! We just kept rolling merrily along getting rather close to the line of
wooden cloche shaped markers that marked the edge of the take-off run.
‘Touch of power and a little left brake – now’.
His voice took on a slightly hysterical note as I overdid the power, put my heel on
the left brake pedal and pushed hard. The nose swung quite violently to the left,
the tail wheel coming off the ground. ‘Gently, gently, don’t let the tail come up’.
‘OK, OK, sorry about that. Didn’t realise that she was so sensitive’
‘OK’ he said. ‘I’d forgotten that you’re used to nose wheels and all that
modern stuff; I have control, I’ll just show you a circuit, then you can start learning
what she can do.’ After a couple of demo circuits, I thought ‘Looks easy enough.’
‘Remember,’ he said. ‘She’ll tend to swing a little on take-off so make
sure you keep her straight, and let her fly off when she’s ready. Right, I’ve done
all the checks, off you go.’ The caravan controller gave us a steady green from
his aldis lamp.
I opened the throttle; the little aircraft moved slowly forward, and then as
I raised the tail, started a vicious swing to the right. I of-course overcorrected, and
progressed in a series of fortunately decreasing swings, until the voice said ‘Let
her fly off, don’t hold her on the ground.’ The aircraft must have heard him for she
suddenly leapt off the ground and climbed quite steeply.
‘OK, lower the nose a little, and climb at 60 knots, then start a left turn into
the circuit at 500 feet. Not more than thirty degrees of bank please.’ I then
discovered another feature of the Auster. It was the finest demonstrator of aileron
drag ever built!
At 500 feet I’d relaxed sufficiently to look left before turning, and applied
the required thirty degrees of left bank. At once the nose yawed wildly to the right,
the speed fell alarmingly, and the slip needle hit its stop.
‘Lots of left rudder’ said the voice, ‘it’s not like your flying stovepipe, it
needs flying properly!’
This was just the beginning and by the end of the first week my ego was
in shreds. Nothing that I did seemed to go right. I could only just put her back on
the ground without a series of horrendous bounces; the speed forever was too fast
or too slow. What had seemed easy in the jets was impossible to obtain in this
small craft and after every trip I was sweating freely and aching in every muscle.
Eventually, I was allowed to fly the Auster solo when it was considered
that I probably wouldn’t do any serious damage to her (or myself) and had spent
the time in endless circuits and landing on the main airfield, doing a little ‘upper air
work’ in army-speak, and gradually becoming a little more familiar with the
peculiarities of light aircraft flying until I was told one morning by my instructor that
we were now going to learn some of the skills peculiar to the AAC pilots. This
sounded a bit ominous to me, especially when he explained that under active
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service conditions, we wouldn’t have a nice big airfield to use, but would have to
make do with whatever reasonably flat piece of ground that was available and
seemed long enough, in the battle area, and to this end we would first of all go to
a field called obscurely ‘QI’ and practice some ‘field landings’ – more army-speak!
– and then progress to THE STRIP (whatever it was, it was spoken of in capital
letters!)
We took off after a short briefing on the exercise, and flew low level (using
a 1” to the mile Ordnance Survey map) to a six-figure grid reference which I was
given and marked on the folded map, and which I eventually found after a bit of
prompting from the other seat to discover that it was a square field with trees on
two sides and looked about the size of a small bath towel.
When I looked doubtfully at it, and enquired if this was really it, and wasn’t
it a bit small? I received the withering reply that, yes, this was it, and no, it wasn’t
a bit small, it was the field that embryo AAC pilots with less than sixty hours total
used for training, and later, at night too!
‘Right-ho then. This is how it’s done. Just watch me for the first time and
then we’ll see how you manage. OK?’
A low pass (about five feet it seemed to me) to make sure there were no
obstructions on the landing area – cows, small boys with dogs etc, then a circuit
at three hundred feet, with half flap selected, a continuous turn on to the final
approach, full flap and the speed at THIRTY FIVE KNOTS – exactly one hundred
knots less than the Hunter’s over the hedge speed! Following an alarmingly (to
me) low approach between two large oak trees, a touchdown that was into rough
grass and hummocks, stick hard back and brakes on, we stopped.
‘It’s not so difficult when you’ve done it a few times,’ I was told. ‘The big
trick is speed control and a nice tight circuit OK?’
An hour (and much sweat) later he got out and said. ‘OK. Don’t break it
will you? Or you’ll have to buy another – ha ha. Just do two or three landings and
I’ll watch carefully from a safe distance – ha ha!’
I suddenly discovered that I was actually enjoying this and, if one tried
hard and kept ahead of the aeroplane, it wasn’t really too difficult and I was
actually not over-controlling so much now, having at last learned something that
early aviators knew from the start – make any necessary small corrections early
before they become disasters; use whatever trimming devices available (only one!
elevator trim was a handle in the roof reminiscent of a thirties vintage car window
handle) to keep the machine in balance. The only rudder trim being the use of the
foot on the correct pedal, and treat her GENTLY.
The instructor had obviously been watching very carefully; he’d collected
a hat-full of fresh mushrooms from the safety of an adjoining field whilst I tried,
more or less successfully, to get it right.
As time passed I discovered that far from being a toy, the Auster was a
very versatile and useful machine in the role that it was operated by the AAC and,
once one learned - the hard way – to fly it accurately, it was a delight to handle and
gave a great sense of satisfaction when successfully completing a manoeuvre that
once would have seemed impossible (and probably was!)
Before being allowed to use the Auster in an ‘operational role’ such as
directing artillery fire on the ranges of Salisbury Plain, or partaking in other military
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exercises away from the base airfield it was necessary to demonstrate ones
ability on ‘the strip’ referred to earlier. These were painted areas on the tarmac
perimeter track on Middle Wallop airfield, where one was required to land
precisely at one end then stop before running off the other.
It doesn’t sound too difficult until it is explained that the area was exactly
one hundred and ten yards by five! The first five yards at each end being marked
as a box where it was necessary to land the Auster smoothly and without bounces
if it was to have any hope at all of stopping in the available distance. This required
a very tight, low level circuit, and very precise speed control. (The approach
speed was decided by climbing to a safe height, applying full flap, then
deliberately stalling the aircraft, noting the speed at which it all fell out of the sky,
and adding FIVE KNOTS!)
There were many other operational environments in which this small,
versatile aircraft excelled, and which were certainly not envisaged by its original
design team. One of the most spectacular was the CATO (Concealed Approach
and Take-off). This was designed to fool whichever enemy we were fighting at
the time, and was development of both the strip and field landing techniques. The
trick was to fly over the proposed landing area in the opposite direction to the
approach path at some height, noting the touchdown area (more of this later.) and
selecting two prominent landmarks on the approach path to act as markers.
Having done this and being well away from the area, the Auster was
dived rapidly towards the ground so as not to be visible to the enemy observers,
and flown very low back along the approach path until, on passing the first
landmark, half flap was selected, full flap by the second landmark, speed reduced
to the stall plus five knots and after passing the boundary of the landing area, the
throttle was closed and the Auster landed by the touchdown point. This was
delineated by a ground-crewman, who stood facing the direction of the approach
by the touchdown point with his arms out in the form of a ‘T’ ideally, I was told, he
would stand firm until the aircraft wingtip passed over him crouching at the last
minute to avoid decapitation! Great theory, but in every case when I did this type
of landing, he was away like a flash when the aircraft was still ten yards short of
him – very sensible too!
The concealed take-off bit was of-course just a very low departure until
away from the field (known as an ALG – Advanced landing Ground) then a rapid
climb away.
This great little aeroplane eventually gave me some of the most
enjoyable, and interesting flying of my life. It needed to be flown properly in every
sense of the word to make it perform well, being somewhat less than
overpowered with its Gypsy Major engine, often referred to by the AAC pilots by
the title of the article, and once I heard it described as ‘an aircraft with constant
drag and variable noise’.
It was operated by the AAC in manoeuvres that initially, I found quite
alarming. Low flying at below tree top height, steep turns around a tree with the
wingtip only a few feet from the ground, landing in rough fields at night with the
touchdown area shown by two Land Rovers with dipped headlights, and a lantern
hung on a tree at the far end to assist in keeping straight! Nowadays of-course,
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its all helicopters with computerised gadgets to do everything except make the
tea; much more efficient but not half as entertaining!
Yes. It was great fun, but the AAC pilots of those long ago days were also
true professionals who took great pride in their skills and expertise with those
limited resources and, as one once told me: ‘She may be small and slow, but take
liberties with her and she’ll kill you just as dead as a Hunter will!’ Sadly quite a
few people found this to be true.
Later came the Auster mark 9 with its funny ways but that’s another story.
As they say in the best crime novels – the names have been changed to
protect the innocent. So I’ll just sign myself:
‘Almost Icarus!’
The above article is reprinted by kind permission of The International Auster Club
News Magazine.
Ed.
***

MULE TRAIN
On 3rd June 1955 I was serving in 1911 Light Liaison Flight RAF at RNAS
Sembawang, Singapore. Late that afternoon we received an urgent request to
fly an RAAF officer from neighbouring RAF Tengah to Segamat in Johore State
to co-ordinate an air strike by the Lincolns of No 1 Squadron RAAF. There was
great excitement as a Gurkha patrol had reported seeing Chinese terrorists (CTs)
using mules to transport food to their camp in the jungle. This was unprecedented
and must indicate a headquarters of major importance.
Having picked up Flt Lt Cutler RAAF from Tengah we set off in the fading
light for Segamat, landing some hour and ten minutes later as dusk fell. Having
dropped off my passenger I asked for a Land Rover to position at the end of the
airstrip with its brake lights on to give me a line for take off. Having flown some
way back to base the weather closed in and I had to return to Segamat.
Fortunately the moon was full and I was able to land without having to hang
around waiting for a flare path to be put out.
In the Mess I was brought up to date with the mules. It transpired that
what had been seen by the patrol from their concealed position near the jungle
track was in fact CTs carrying sacks of grain on their backs. The corners of the
sacks had been mistaken for the ears of (rather small) mules!
Colonel (Retd) B.H.Bradbrook, OBE

***
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We received the following from Ted Maslen-Jones in response to the article
‘John Dunbar DFC RAF’ which appeared in the Spring 2006 Journal:
Note 1.
656 were very widely dispersed during the Burma campaign. Only one
Flight was available for support of a single Corps. With reference to page 23, ‘B’
Flight was assigned to IV Corps after the fall of Imphal.
General Messervy took over the Corps from General Scoones in
December 1944, and moved East with the object of crossing the Chinwin.
However, Slim decided to redirect them South with a view to crossing the
Irrawaddy at Pakkoku. This became known as ‘Slims Master move’. Arthur
Windscheffel’s diary gives details of the journey down the Kabaw Valley and on to
Pakkoku.
Note 2.
As far as the L5 was concerned, we only came across them in their role of
evacuating wounded. In this respect they were invariably flown by Sergeant Pilots
of the American Army Air Force, who did a fantastic job throughout the Campaign.
Towards the fall of Rangoon 136 Field Regiment RA, who were part of 7th
Indian Division Artillery,used an L5, piloted by an RAF Officer, for high level Air OP
work, during the Attacks on Pegu.
Generals invariably made use of Light Aircraft whenever they could, but
656 were usually too occupied to help. Our OC strongly discouraged what he
referred to as a ‘Taxi Service!’
***

AACA SILVER MEDAL AWARD

John Bennett receives his AACA Silver Medal
Once again we commend John on his well deserved award of the Silver
Medal awarded in recognition of his long and outstanding work for 656 Squadron
Association. Well done John!
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FLYING TRAINING AT MIDDLE WALLOP IN THE EARLY 1950s
by Ken Mattocks
Operational experience is all well and good, but what about the training
which precedes being let loose on an unfortunate enemy? I joined Course 85 at
Middle Wallop in January 1952 and quickly became one of that very small band of
trainee pilots who over the years managed to mistake Andover Flour Mills for
Salisbury Cathedral. In mitigation, it was my first flight in a Tiger Moth and I was
preoccupied with the lack of roof, walls and windows on the aircraft.
Training started in Elementary Flight, with Royal Air Force instructors,
using the Tiger Moth which must surely be the most 'fun' aeroplane ever to fly.
Progress from there was to Intermediate Flight with Royal Artillery instructors
using the Auster Mk5 and from there to Exercise Flight with the same instructors
using the then operational Auster Mk6 and 7. And so, hopefully, to Wings Parade.
The memory of two of the many training exercises from Elementary Flight
are still firmly fixed in my mind. Both were eyeball poppers on introduction. The
first was getting into and out of a spin. This was often 'sprung' for the first time on
trainees replete with mid-morning coffee and doughnuts. The process involved
climbing to 5000 ft, throttling back and pulling up the aircraft's nose to lose speed.
As the aircraft started to stagger, the full application of rudder either way, turned it
on its back and from there dropped the nose in a vertical, corkscrew dive. One
could see the ground immediately in front of the nose quite clearly, but further out
it just became a revolving blur. Recovery involved pushing the joystick forward
and applying full opposite rudder until the spinning stopped. If you mistimed it and
kept the rudder on for too long, the aircraft promptly started spinning in the
opposite direction. From there, a backward pull on the 'stick' brought the nose up
to the horizon and the application of power returned one to normal existence - or
a climb back to 5000 ft and another try. Once spinning had been mastered, the
exercise was repeated with a blind-flying hood placed over the trainee's cockpit.
One sat in the gloom watching the instruments and trying to catch the moment to
centre the rudder.
The second exercise went under the innocuous title 'stopping and starting
the engine in flight'. "Engine stopped squire? No problem. Just press the starter
button". Wrong! No starter button. Once again, it was done at 5000 ft. The first
problem was to stop the engine - by throttling back, turning off the magneto
switches and pulling the nose up - without stalling the aircraft. Some engines
seemed remarkably reluctant to stop. When it finally did, an eerie silence took
over and one became aware of a large piece of wood sticking up at the front of the
aircraft. The second problem was to restart the engine. Switch on one magneto
and put the nose down in a kamikaze-style dive. Speed picks up quickly. At 120
mph, the visible, propeller blade remains apparently immovable while the aircraft
appears to be on the point of self destruction. At 130mph, the blade reluctantly
starts turning and the engine starts. Switch on the second magneto, pull the nose
up to the horizon, open the throttle and carry on.
Middle Wallop remains a happy memory with first-class flying and ground
instructors from both the Royal Air Force and the Royal Artillery. There was lots
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of low-flying training and practice - a favourite, but strictly illicit, exercise being to
'beat up' the steam locomotives which plied the line up from Winchester - if you
could catch them. And then there were aerobatics - looping the loop in a Tiger
Moth on a cold and sunny day above the most beautiful part of England. To crown
it all, the taxpayer picked up the bill. That is the nearest I have ever been to an
unfair advantage.
This article arose from an exchange of correspondence and
reminiscences with Colonel Michael Hickey. We served together in Malaya with
1907 Flight over 50 years ago.
***

Annual Reunion 1st and 2nd July 2006 Netheravon

Members at the Reunion Dinner at Netheravon
outside the Officers’ Mess
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This year’s annual Reunion Weekend was the Association’s most
successful event to date. Even the weather played its part correctly. The event
was held at Netheravon, on similar lines to 2004, and by kind permission of CO 7
Regiment AAC.
The tentage, tables and barriers were erected on Saturday in time for the
visit of some thirty aircraft from the Tiger Moth Club, though there were few ‘Tigers’
in evidence. Our members helped with the marshalling and offered our facilities
for refreshment.
Saturday evening saw seventy one members and guests seated for
dinner in the historic Officers’ Mess. Our principal guest was Maj General Gary
Coward, Commander Joint Helicopter Command, and his wife Chrissie. Prior to
being seated, drinks were taken in the bar, a group photograph was taken and
Ron Ingram made a fly past in his veteran Auster. An excellent meal was served
and loyal toasts were made. Andrew Simkins was congratulated, by John Bennett,
on behalf of all members, on his recent award of the OBE. The applause and
resounding cheers went on for some time. By the time that the port was passed
and the speeches were made, the lamps were swinging dangerously.
Sunday morning dawned bright and early and, by the time that the first of
fifteen Austers and sundry other aircraft arrived, the committee had set up for the
bar, lunch, flight information tent for the visiting pilots and the Association shop.
The AGM was held in the Officers’ Mess and was well attended; the minutes
appear elsewhere in the Journal. One hundred and sixty members and guests had
booked in for the day. Flight tickets were sold for short trips in the Austers and
other aircraft and the flights were well subscribed, everyone that wanted to fly did
so by three pm. The marshalling of the passengers was handled by the local
branch of ATC Cadets who managed the task with great enthusiasm. The buffet
lunch, which was prepared by the Officers’ mess staff, was excellent, providing
variety and quantity in abundance. By three pm, the event was largely over and
farewells were being said.
Our thanks for the high standard of organisation must go to Maurice
Haynes, Mark Meaton and Andrew Simkins.
The Committee would also like to thank the following for their assistance
in making our annual reunion such a great success.
1011 (Amesbury) Squadron ATC
St John Ambulance
The Catering Staff at the Officers’ Mess. Netheravon
Cpl Agnew and Bowser crew of 668 (Training) Squadron, School of Army
Aviation
The Deputy Regimental Qualified Helicopter Instructor and RQMS,
7 Regiment AAC
Flight Planning and ATC staff, Netheravon Airfield
The Guardroom Staff, Netheravon Station
John Heyes
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NOTICES
NEW MEMBERS
WO2 (SSM) D.P. Fleming
Mr. A.G. Edwards
Mr. R.B. Platt
Mr. J.S. Clark
Mr. R.O. Johnston
Lt. Col. (Ret.) D. Jarvis
Mr. R.B. Palmer
Mr. C.W.J. Dengel
Maj. (Ret.) A.J. Adair
Mr. G.A. Smyth
Mrs. S. Heyes
Mr. F.W. Dagnan
Mr. J. Lyon
Mr. N. Dunn
Mr. D.R. How
Mr. R. Stanton
Mr. R. Dufort
Mr. H.G. Chambers

Joined January 2006
Joined January 2006
Joined February 2006
Joined March 2006
Joined March 2006
Joined March 2006
Joined March 2006
Joined March 2006
Joined March 2006
Joined March 2006
Joined March 2006
Joined April
2006
Joined May
2006
Joined May
2006
Joined May
2006
Joined June
2006
Joined June
2006
Joined June
2006

APOLOGY
Our apologies go to Mr. Ross Skingley for the misspelling of his name
on page 10 of the Spring 2006 Journal. Ed.
***

RECORD YOUR STORY FOR THE BBC
The BBC encourages World War II veterans to record their stories on their
excellent website. If you have the facility, we encourage you to write your own
contribution. The site address is: www.bbc.co.uk/dna/ww2 or call:08000 922 944
***

PHOTOGRAPHIC ARCHIVE
We are currently sorting out the photographic archives. If you have any
photographs that you would like to donate to the Association, please send them
to John Heyes labeled with names, places and approximate dates if possible.
Contact details on page 36.
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25th ANNIVERSARY OF THE FALKLANDS WAR
The 25th anniversary of the Falklands War will be commemorated by a
March Past at Horse Guards Parade in London on Sunday 17th June 2007.
Families will be invited to attend. Anyone wishing to take part should contact
Maurice Haynes, 656 Squadron Association Events Coordinator for further details.
Contact details on page 36.
***

REMEMBRANCE SUNDAY 12th NOVEMBER 2006
The Association will, again, form a contingent at the Remembrance
parade at the Cenotaph on Sunday 12th November 2006.
Members wishing to attend should complete the returns slip enclosed with
the Journal and return them to the address on the slip by the end of September
2006.
***

HONOURS AND AWARDS
Many congratulations go to our President, Lt Col Andrew Simkins, on
being awarded an OBE in the Queen’s Birthday Honours List.
***

THANKS
Our thanks go to Westland Helicopters for their generous donation of
funds to upgrade our web site. Upgrading of the web site is in progress at time of
going to press.
Ed.

DEATHS
Sadly , we announce the death of the following member and offer our
sincere condolences to his relatives and friends.
Mr. Derek Hunt

RA
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Died 2nd January 2006
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